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About This Content

Eon Altar: Episode I - The Battle for Tarnum is required to play this content

The Siege of Tarnum has been broken: the remaining sellsword forces are scattered and their commander defeated. Having dealt
with the Wolf of Yriel, your commitment to the Brotherhood of Keepers has been fulfilled. However, your victory is short lived.

Cultists wielding the chaotic forces of their shattered god are waking the dead beneath Tarnum, twisting their forms and warping
their minds into madness.

The Brotherhood of Keepers is in shambles and cannot offer any aid against the ever growing ranks of the undead. It falls to you
and your group to descend the depths and put an end to the cultist's profane rituals before the living are overwhelmed.

Episode II - Whispers in the Catacombs

Chapter 1 - Together We Fall

Chapter 2 - The Safehold

Arena Mode - The Cultist Rising

Continue your adventures with Episode 2 - Whispers in the Catacombs. With over 3 hours of new content, you'll continue to
banter with your friends in dialog, progress your characters further, and fight as a well-oiled, tactical machine.
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We've also included the new Cultist Rising level for even more tactical fun. The Zaquentists have been busy corrupting Destiny
Markers to summon a creature of unfathomable power. The clock is ticking--Can you stop them and cleanse the gate before it is

too late, or will you be forced to face off against a creature of nightmare to save yourselves?
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Title: Eon Altar: Episode 2 - Whispers in the Catacombs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Flying Helmet Games
Publisher:
Flying Helmet Games
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800 / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible

Additional Notes: Local WiFi Connection

English
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Great game I love all zuma games, I love all luxor games. I have been playing these forever and will continue to do so.
Blast Off !. Probably inspired sid meir's Pirates. Battle is done by matching 3 or more, but trading, islands, and nations are very
similar. But pretty pointless in the end. Refunded, then bought again on sale, and regret this.. It didn't make me cry like an
anime fan on prom night.

(Also, the soundtrack is really good). Face Noir gets a lukewarm recommendation from me. The story's not bad - a little bland at
first, but it keeps getting more interesting and twisty as it progresses, making it worth finishing. If a noir point-and-click casting
you as a PI in the 1930's sounds like it'd be up your alley, go ahead, but be prepared for the flaws mentioned below. I should
note, though, that it ends with a lot of plot threads left dangling in anticipation of a sequel.

Voice acting's mostly decent, but some characters seem flat while others have exaggerated accents, and there are occasionally
times when a character's voice noticeably changes from one sentence to the next (indicating that the dialog was probably pieced
together from multiple recording sessions with inconsistent quality). Despite having no support for widescreen, the graphics are
overall excellent and work well to set the mood. The quality of the graphics, does, however, make the terrible facial animation
that much more obvious.

Compared to many other point-and-clicks, the puzzle solutions are logical and realistic, which works well with the story. But
that doesn't mean it compares well in terms of making the solutions fair and reasonable - in fact, it does just the opposite. Some
of the hotspots are tiny and barely visible, but that's a minor problem since F1 will highlight them. A bigger problem is that at
least a couple solutions depend on knowledge that the player cannot reasonably be expected to possess. For example, you'll need
to know what a certain country's flag looks like, which would be fine if said flag were clearly depicted in-game, but it isn't.
Worse, the game expects you to do things in a certain order that isn't always clear. If you've missed inspecting the object that
you need to inspect in order to open up the dialog option that you need to take before solving the next puzzle, you'll be stuck and
you won't know why you're stuck until you've looked up a guide. It may make sense, but only in retrospect.. Pretty glitchy, but
its expected from an early access game. But it has a lot of potential and when it works properly it's pretty fun.. For an early
develoment game this is pretty badass! I love the concept... Minecraft to me always kinda made me sick to my stomach because
the graphics are horrible. And having no physics engine and only blocks seemed kinda limiting to me. This game fixes the issues
I had with Minecraft. You actually have to think out how each shape is going to define your build. I like that... the options are
limitless.

The only problem I have so far is when I'm in my inventory/Materials section and there isn't anything telling me what that
material is... i.e. Copper, Sandstone, etc. I have to go to the materials editor (which is super ♥♥♥♥ing cool) to see what it is,
and back to the materials in my inventory and hope I remember the pattern. I'm sure this is on the list to fix.

Keep up the good work! Look forward to the updates.. Im 14% complete in the story right now but, this game is very good!
Good story, amazing combat. Also great movement!. Like Donald Trump would say: Sounds good, doesn't work.

It is an abandonware for a while now, official servers are terrible, net-code is janky, the game is laughably easy to hack and
there's no Linux support. Sad.. 10/10 Would watch Cthulu rise again.. I love this game and have had it on many other computers
but for some reason I can't get it into full screen on this one and it is a little irritating. But overall, this is a great game.
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its like a classic hitman game but a bit clunkier and with worse ai but it is still a fun game and doesn't deserve the awful reviews
imo. Played for few hours... got to rank 1 in pvp... uninstalled...
Ya its free to install but you hit pay wall as soon as you get to your first boss. TL;DR - Recommended on sale due to the story
being short and easy puzzles. Story is good and I see a lot of potential.

Point'n'click adventure spree continues with Decay: The Mare. Gameplay is okay, what you would expect of an older point and
click game though: a lot of zooming in and out, no indication of input on some puzzles, weird inventory interaction at times.
Pacing of the story is fine. No crashes or technical difficulties in any form. The only thing I didn't like are those jumpscare type
moments because they are very predictable, but still well executed. I liked a lot that scare with Jack's body, because you were
wondering where the rest of Jack's body is, and then you find it in a hallway. You expect it because of the setup, but the timing
is so good. Recommended.
Just turn off the lights first.. I LOVE THIS GAME. I like the shield idea, but other than that, this game is seriously lacking.
There's nothing else I saw in my admittedly very short time playing it to make it stand out, and there are other games in this
genre with better graphics and/or gameplay. The thing that made me quit playing was the controls, though. Every now and then
movement seemed to falter, and on a fairly regular basis the gun would stop shooting and I'd have to release the space bar then
press it again. The worst thing, though, is that for some reason they don't allow the keyboard to be remapped, so you're stuck
using the bottom row keys instead of the much more comfortable and natural home row keys, which would make much more
(too much?) sense. If these few things were fixed this game would possibly be a neutral rating; certainly it would at least
encourage me to play a bit more to see which side of that line it would fall on. But as it is, I don't recommend it.

Update: I finally got around to trying this game with a controller (Steam controller), and it was better, but still had issues. The
issues I had before weren't there, but the controls are just way too loose/imprecise. I kept going in circles trying to pick up the
diamonds, running into enemy structures or simply having difficulty getting lined up with them when trying to get in position to
shoot them, and running into the mines and debris on the stage where you're supposed to clear the debris field by activating the
mines. I died many times due to this. Which brings me to my next issue with the game: the popups at the bottom of the screen at
the beginning of the levels explaining what's going on get old really fast. Either it delays the start of playing, which adds up
when you're dying multiple times, or, in the case of the second level, it blocks your view of enemy structures that are firing at
you as they're being covered up by this popup. Really bad design.

Another thing I didn't like was that there's not a lot of description for how the various weapons work or which weapon types are
more beneficial for which levels. After the first level, I purchased a rail gun, thinking it would be nice to be able to take out
everything in a straight line, since that would have been handy in the first level. Turns out, in the second level, a vertical gun or
one that shoots behind you would be much more useful. Unfortunately, the only way to get one would be to restart the game. No
thanks.

If the controls were tighter and the popups were made less annoying and to not interfere with the gameplay, I would certainly
spend more time on this game to try out the various weapons and ships (though if the stage 2 ships are anything like the stage 1
ships, i.e. the only difference being cosmetic, then I guess there wouldn't be much to try out there) and to see where the game
goes. The levels do seem interesting, and it could be a fun game, but it's not as is.
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